Counting Kmers for Biological Sequences at Large Scale.
Counting the abundance of all the distinct kmers in biological sequence data is a fundamental step in bioinformatics. These applications include de novo genome assembly, error correction, etc. With the development of sequencing technology, the sequence data in a single project can reach Petabyte-scale or Terabyte-scale nucleotides. Counting demand for the abundance of these sequencing data is beyond the memory and computing capacity of single computing node, and how to process it efficiently is a challenge on a high-performance computing cluster. As such, we propose SWAPCounter, a highly scalable distributed approach for kmer counting. This approach is embedded with an MPI streaming I/O module for loading huge data set at high speed, and a counting bloom filter module for both memory and communication efficiency. By overlapping all the counting steps, SWAPCounter achieves high scalability with high parallel efficiency. The experimental results indicate that SWAPCounter has competitive performance with two other tools on shared memory environment, KMC2, and MSPKmerCounter. Moreover, SWAPCounter also shows the highest scalability under strong scaling experiments. In our experiment on Cetus supercomputer, SWAPCounter scales to 32,768 cores with 79% parallel efficiency (using 2048 cores as baseline) when processing 4 TB sequence data of 1000 Genomes. The source code of SWAPCounter is publicly available at https://github.com/mengjintao/SWAPCounter.